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P l e a s e k e e p a n d r e a d t h i s i n s t r u c t i o n .

BATTLESHIP MODEL
EXECUTIVE STANDARD GB T26701 2011: / -

:
PRODUCT SIZE X11X18 cm: 58
SUITABLE AGE ABOVE 14
BASICAL FUNCTION FORWARD BACKWARD TURN LEFT RIGHT: / , /

BATTERY 7 2V 800mA
USB CHARGER 7 2V 300mA
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SPECIFICATIONSI、

、II INSTRUCTION OF REMOTE CONTROLLER

Instruction of charging
1 Open the battery cover take out the charging

socket of battery as Pic shows then connect
it with the USB charger

2 Connect the USB charger to the USB socket to
charge

3 When charging if the temperature is slightly high
it is normal phenomenon

4 Unplug the charger and connection peg after using
5 Please do not throw the battery away or keep it away from fire

and water in case of serious accident
6 The charger is not toy Do not allow kids to play with the charger
7 Please check the wire plug and other parts of the charger monthly

to confirm it is in a good working condition
8 The indicated light will be on when the power is on The light will

be flashing by flashing when it is charging The light will be off when
it is full of power
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、VI INSTRUCTION OF BATTERY AND CHARGER

、V
Install the battery of remote control and ship firstly
Keep the finger wet there is a TOUCH SWITCH”
on the deck as Pic 6 shows touch itby finger
for close circuit Then operate the controller to
give a function demonstration
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HOW TO GIVE A FUNCTION DEMONSTRATION

CAUTION:
A.It is no need to touch the “TOUCH SWITCH”

when the ship is playing on the water,just operate
the controller to radio control the ship;

B.Please don’t touch the screw propellers when they’re working.
C Please make a careful maintenance as it will generate vapor after

using for some time Every time when you finish operating please
open two vents on the deck to release the vapor Please note that
you should seal the vents when using the ship
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、IV PREPARATION BEFORE USING

Pic.4

Pic

Pic 3Pic 2Pic1

CANNON

KNOB ON BATTERY COVER KNOB IN CONSOLE

III、PART ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1 Install the cannon in the rear of the ship As Pic 1 shows Assemble
the part onto the part by inserting and pressing them in place

2 Install the cover of the battery As Pic 2 shows Install the battery
into the ship Firstly screw the knobs to open the cover of the battery
install the battery then close the cover of the battery screw the knobs
tightly

3 Install the command module Install the command module in the deck
As Pic 3 shows Then screw 4 pieces of knobs to fix it in the deck
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CAUTION
A When assembling the battery cover the knobs should be tightened
wholely or it will cause failure to install the console

B When assembling the console please keep the spare parts in a
correct direction Otherwise it will cause failure to install
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1 Install the battery of the remote controller
As Pic 5 shows Open the battery cover of remote controller

install 2 pcs of AA” 1 5V battery following instruction of
then replace the cover and lock it
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2 Install the battery in the ship body As
Pic.5 shows Firstly drive four knobs out
from the console and take the whole
console away so that you can see the
battery device inside Secondly drive two
knobs out from the battery cover and
connect the plug of battery with the one
of the ship body together Thirdly make sure the
battery and wire are in the right position of the battery holder and
recover it Forthly tighten the two knobs and put the console back
and tighten the four knobs
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1 Put the ship on the water turn on the power switch of remote
controller The LED light of remote controller will be flashing by
flashing then stop flashing that means match the code successfully

2 Pull the control bar of remote the ship will be forward Push the
control bar of remote the ship will be backward

3 Turn the knob of remote be forward the ship will be turn r
Turn the knob of remote be backward the ship will be turn
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Pic.6Touch switch

Pic.7

1 Please keep all accessories to avoid chilren  swallowing.
2.Please change another place to play if there is severe wave

interference in where you’re playing.
3.Please keep the operation distance in rated meters.
4.To protect our environment,please don’t litter the wrappage.
5.Please don’t keep this product in where is hot or humid.
6.Please clean the battery by dry cloth if it’s wet.
7.Please don’t play in where is big winds and waves to avoid accident.
8.Don’t  wash the ship ,if you want to keep the ship clcan,please use

the cloth to clean it .
9.Instruction is important,it should be kept properly.Don’t throw it away.
10.The ship should be installed fully,then it can be put in the warer for plaving.
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Problems Solution
Cannot fully
charge

the battery.

1.Whether the charger battery has been damaged.
2.Whether the electric outlst is damaged or something bungs it.
3.Whether the anode and cathode are connected well.

Poor working

Dose not
work at all

1 Whether the batteries of the ship controller are poor of power.
2.Whether using the recom mended batteries.
3.Whether there are obstacles between remote and ship.

.

1.The remote control will match code with boat again.
2.Whether the power switch of the ship is turned on.
3.Whether the batteries are installed in correct way or alarm.
4.Whether the operation distance exceeds the rated distance.
5.Whether the pontes of the controller are distorted and out of

contact.

Please read the instruction manual carefully before playing the ship.

Description:R/C Scale Model Series   Material:plastic ironware
Suitable Age:up than 14 years.

、SAFETY CAUTIONS&PRODUCT MAINTENANCEVII

TROUBLE SHOOTINGVIII、

PRECAUTION FOR BATTERY SAFETY USE
A.The battery removal and loading shall be correctly operated according

to the polarity and voltage sign on the battery box of the model.The battery
should not be short-circuited;

B.Non-rechargeable battery cannot be charged;
C.The rechargeable battery must be charged under adult supervision;
D.Different types of batteries or old and new batteries can not be mixed;
E.Only with the corresponding model and recommended battery can be used;
F.The exhausted battery should be removed from the model, if not used for a

long time, please remove the battery from the model;
G.The battery terminal should not be short-circuited;
H.Can not be connected to more than the recommended number of power supply;
I.The model can only use the recommended charger, charger is not a model.

Please read the instruction manual carefully before playing the ship.

6KM H/ 2.4GHz
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USING PERIOD

ABOUT 20 MINUTES 3.5HOURS

FREQUENCY

≈ 80METRES

SPEED OPERATING DISTANCE CHARGING TIME


